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Application Note 

Power Management IC designed for “NXP® i.MX 8M Nano” 

BD71850MWV Frequently Asked Questions 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This document question-and-answer format for BD71850MWV which is a Power Management IC for NXP i.MX 8M Nano 

System-on-Chip (SoC) platform. 

 

 

2. Terminologies 

 

Term Definition 

DCR DC Resistance 

DDR Double Data Rate 

I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit 

LDO Low Dropout 

PMIC Power Management Integrate Circuit 

RTC Real-Time Clock 

SoC System-on-Chip 

UVLO Under Voltage Lock Out 

VR Voltage Regulator 
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3. Frequently Asked Questions 

 

# Category Question Answer 

1 BUCK Could BUCK6's inductor change from 
1uH to 0.47uH? Is it for efficiency? 

PMIC was designed under 1uH condition for the best ripple and 
transient response. If the degradations in ripple and transient 
response are acceptable, 0.47uH can be an option. 

2 I2C What is the I2C device/slave address of 
PMIC? 

The device address is 0x4B. 
Please refer to Figure4-3 of I2C Device Addressing of the 
datasheet. 

3 Package What is the preferred connection for 4 
corner pads? To connect to ground or 
not? 

4 corner pads are shorted to EXP-PAD internally. It is 
recommended to solder such corner pads to ground. 

4 I2C Is it a problem to Pullup the SCL and 
SDA lines of the I2C interface to 3.3V if 
DVDD=1.8V? 

3.3V as the pull up source is acceptable even if DVDD is 1.8V. 
But NVCC_I2C of the I2C domain in SoC should be 3.3V (the 
same voltage as the pull up source for PMIC) and DVDD in PMIC 
always needs to be 1.8V. 

· NVCC_I2C domain is connected to NVCC_3V3 

· I2C interface is pulled up to NVCC_3V3 

· DVDD for PMIC remains connected to NVCC_SNVS_1V8 

5 IO Can we apply 3.3V on power control 
signals: PWRON_B, PMIC_ON_REQ, 
PMIC_STBY_REQ, WDOG_B, 
RTC_RESET_B, POR_B if 
DVDD=1.8V? 

Yes. 
3.3V is acceptable for driving the control signals. 

6 BUCK Why does the discharging of BUCK7 
happen later that the discharging of the 
others power rails? 

BUCK8 needs to be de-asserted earlier than BUCK7 for the 
memory requirement. 

7 I2C Is there any mechanism protecting not 
allowed I2C access to the PMIC 
registers? 

As the secure I2C access function, PMIC prepares the REGLOCK 
register which prohibits the unexpected I2C access during the 
operation. I2C access is locked by the register as the default 
setting. 

8 BUCK 
Memory 

How to I implement the different DDR 
memory application? 

The output voltage for BUCK8 can be adjusted by U-Boot in the 
initial startup depending on the memory type in use. 
The voltage change handled by U-Boot is acceptable for PMIC 
because the validity in the power sequence is confirmed by NXP 
and no other sideband effects are found during their validation. 

9 BUCK How do I disable BUCK6 in hardware 
terms? 

BUCK6 is initially ON as the default setting and its output voltage 
is monitored during the power sequence as an one of the triggers 
to de-assert POR_B, the power good signal to SoC. So it is not 
recommended to turn off BUCK6. 

10 BUCK Could BUCK6 act as a switch? Could it 
work in 100% duty cycle? 

BUCK6 supports 100% max duty but there is the limitation for 
input range described as "headroom" in the datasheet. 
Please refer to the section in the datasheet for details. 

11 Sequence How can the start-up behavior be 
modified? 

The way of the power state transition can be modified through the 
register of TRANS_COND0/1. 

12 UVLO Is it possible to modify the ULVO value? No, it is the fixed value. 
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# Category Question Answer 

13 BUCK According to the datasheet, BUCK7 

requests only 22µF whereas all the 

other bucks will need 2x 22µF. 

The difference comes from the Iomax requirements. 
1.5A for BUCK7 is lower than 3A for others. 

14 BUCK Could output capacitor of each BUCK 

reduce to 1x22μF? 

One output capacitor for cost saving is acceptable if BUCK work 
in forced PWM mode. After confirmation, BUCK output voltage 
accuracy is within SoC requirements under the PWM mode. 
However if higher efficiency in light load region is needed in the 
system, it is recommended to use 22uF x 2pcs to support PFM 
mode. 

15 BUCK When the system doesn't need BUCK6, 
the inductor and output capacitors for 
the VR can be saved? 

To avoid the emergency shutdown in PMIC, 3.3V should be 
externally supplied to BUCK6_FB pin. 
But leakage current through the discharge resistor around 33mA 
will flow if 3.3V is directly supplied. 
This leakage current can be suppressed to add the series resistor 
to BUCK6_FB line. 
The maximum value is up to 60kohm. 

16 System How to power down the system via 
Software? 

This depends on the operating system you are using. For Linux 
and Android, there are shell commands like “power off” or 
“shutdown” which will call several routines to store content and 
finally power down the system. 
One possibility for a power-down is to de-assert the 
PMIC_ON_REQ line. This will cause the PMIC to power down the 
rails according to the sequencing requirements. Such 
de-assertion can be achieved while writing to the SNVS_LPCR 
register, bit TOP and DP_EN, according to the NXP i.MX 8M 
Nano Reference Manual. 
For precise description of “power-down function” of the board 
support package including low-level driver, please contact the 
SoC manufacturer. 
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4. Revision History

Date 
Revision 
Number 

Description 

26th.Nov.2019 001 First Release 

16th.Dec.2019 002 #14 is added. 

15th.Jan.2020 003 Added #15. 

19th.Mar.2020 004 Added #16. 
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Notice

ROHM  Customer Support System 
http://www.rohm.com/contact/

Thank you for your accessing to ROHM product informations.  
More detail product informations and catalogs are available, please contact us. 

N o t e s  

The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. 

Before you use our Products, please contact our sales representative and verify the latest specifica-
tions :

Although ROHM is continuously working to improve product reliability and quality, semicon-
ductors can break down and malfunction due to various factors.
Therefore, in order to prevent personal injury or fire arising from failure, please take safety 
measures such as complying with the derating characteristics, implementing redundant and 
fire prevention designs, and utilizing backups and fail-safe procedures. ROHM shall have no 
responsibility for any damages arising out of the use of our Poducts beyond the rating specified by 
ROHM.

Examples of application circuits, circuit constants and any other information contained herein are 
provided only to illustrate the standard usage and operations of the Products. The peripheral 
conditions must be taken into account when designing circuits for mass production.

The technical information specified herein is intended only to show the typical functions of and 
examples of application circuits for the Products. ROHM does not grant you, explicitly or implicitly, 
any license to use or exercise intellectual property or other rights held by ROHM or any other 
parties. ROHM shall have no responsibility whatsoever for any dispute arising out of the use of 
such technical information.

The Products specified in this document are not designed to be radiation tolerant.

For use of our Products in applications requiring a high degree of reliability (as exemplified  
below), please contact and consult with a ROHM representative : transportation equipment (i.e. 
cars, ships, trains), primary communication equipment, traffic lights, fire/crime prevention, safety 
equipment, medical systems, servers, solar cells, and power transmission systems.

Do not use our Products in applications requiring extremely high reliability, such as aerospace 
equipment, nuclear power control systems, and submarine repeaters.

ROHM shall have no responsibility for any damages or injury arising  from non-compliance with 
the recommended usage conditions and specifications contained herein.

ROHM has used reasonable care to ensur  the accuracy of the information contained  in this 
document. However, ROHM does not warrants that such information is error-free, and ROHM 
shall have no responsibility for any damages arising from any inaccuracy or misprint of such 
information.

Please use the Products in accordance with any applicable environmental laws and regulations, 
such as the RoHS Directive. For more details, including RoHS compatibility, please contact a 
ROHM sales office. ROHM shall have  no responsibility for any damages or losses resulting 
non-compliance with any applicable laws or regulations.

When providing our Products and technologies contained in this document to other countries,  
you must abide by the procedures and provisions stipulated in all applicable export laws and 
regulations, including without limitation the US Export Administration Regulations and the Foreign 
Exchange and Foreign Trade Act.

This document, in part or in whole, may not be reprinted or reproduced without prior consent of 
ROHM.
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